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We asked a number of artists, curators, critics and frieze contributors for 

their picks of 2011.

——
Jochen Volz

Jochen Volz is a contributing editor of frieze, and Artistic Director at 
Inhotim, Brumadinho, Brazil

Malin Pettersson Öberg, Stereoskopisk scenografi (detail, 2011)

• Solo presentations of the work of Letizia Battaglia, Geta Brătescu, 
Teresa Burga, Dóra Maurer, Tina Modotti, Zarina Hashmi and 
Leonilson at the 12th Istanbul Biennial
• Jac Leirner’s retrospective at Estação Pinacoteca, Pinacoteca do 
Estado de São Paulo, Brazil
• Ulla von Brandenburg and Malin Pettersson Öberg’s presentation 
of Chorspiel (2010), at Bonniers Konsthall, Stockholm, Sweden
• Sandra Kranich’s Moment Monument
, a firework on 25.06.2011 as part of Lustwarande’11, Fundament 
Foundation, Tilburg, The Netherlands
• Daniel Steegmann Mangrané’s exhibition ‘Four Walls’, at Mendes 
Wood, São Paulo, Brazil
• ‘Des(enho)’, a group exhibition with Gabriel Serra, Marcius 
Galan, Marilá Dardot and Nicolás Paris, curated by Rodrigo 
Moura, Galeria Casas Riegner, Bogotá
• ‘Atlas – How to Carry the World on One’s Back?’, curated by 
Georges Didi-Huberman, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina 
Sofía, Madrid
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Malin Pettersson Öberg
« There is nothing ordinary in the world »
by Constance Moréteau – August 2010

There is nothing ordinary in the world is the title of a project 
by Malin Pettersson Öberg (Swedish artist, born in 1979) 
based on investigations in one of the Chinese shopping areas 
of Paris, located along the street Rue du Faubourg Saint-Mar-
tin. However, it remains very striking for some of her other 
works devoted to foreign communities lodged in Paris when 
their identity is reflected by means of the shop window, of the 
sign. 
Under the commercial sign, the relationship between immi-
grants and locals always appear more flexible, dedicated to the 
exchange, less ideological and more transparent. But Malin 
Pettersson Öberg has been interested in populations where 
the past and present relations with France vary from one to 
the other. The syncretism is not nearly as obvious as it might 
appear within globalization, for the Chinese community, or 
within a more French context for the African community 
Quartier de la Goutte d’Or.
Currently the artist lives and works in Stockholm, but she 
keeps a very strong bond with Paris where she was the assis-
tant of German artist Ulla von Brandenburg during one year 
and a half. For Malin Pettersson Öberg, the coexistence of 
several immigrant populations contrasts with the much more 
homogeneous human geography of Stockholm, following a 
frame of mind that she considers conformist.
« Architecture is sign » wrote Roberto Venturi in 1972 in 
Learning from Las Vegas about the neon signs invading the 
city. This we understand by reading the numerous signs tran-
scribed by the artist. But she adds a healthy dose of suspicion 
to the statement in order to capture a less triumphant envi-
ronment than the heterotopia of Nevada where everything 
is assumed to follow the order of the artificial. The font used 
for the title There is nothing ordinary in the world, borrowed 
from the format of text message, gives the impression of a 
statement that above all could have been sent by SMS, written 
while walking. An urgent need opposed to the self-styled 
neutral environment that we are expected to perceive.

As usual, the peregrinations of Malin Pettersson Öberg result 
in a book, whose subtitle for the Chinese community is: A 
text about a shopping district in Paris, urban rumors, China 
and the border between fiction and reality. It was published in 
2007 after her Erasmus studies in Paris at the Arts Décoratifs. 
In this particular case, it presents itself as a combination of 
text, numerous photographs and the reproduction of names 
of stores, some which are excerpts of their original signs 
(online pdf : http://malinpetterssonoberg.com/texts/). Their 
initial graphic design is always kept by this artist, whose initial 
education was conceived at the Konstfack University College 
of Arts, Crafts and Design, a college specialized in applied arts, 
after a painting practice that she completely abandoned. Note 
that the project as well was realized as an exhibition, thanks 
to the work of the Swedish curator Yuvinka Medina.

Published (in French) on www.portraits-lagalerie.fr: Constance Moréteau 25/8 2010 (5 pages)
Translated by Sébastien Berthier, Constance Moréteau and Malin Pettersson Öberg in 10/7 2011



The text has become very important for Malin Pettersson 
Öberg who thereby may play on the gap between text and 
image in order to enlighten her visual universe, her musical, 
artistic and literary references. She does not hesitate to quote 
or refer to certain artists convoked since the beginning of her 
practice, or when these artists are mentioned to her by critics 
or curators. 
Thus, we can note the importance of the work of New York-
based artist Zoé Leonard, put in relation to her own work by 
the curator Zoë Gray. The comparison seemed obvious to her, 
and as a result she has invested a great deal of interest in her 
work. Both share an artistic approach as observers and take a 
considerable amount of photographs in which the storefronts 
occupy a prominent place, as in the series Analogue (1998-
2009) by Zoé Leonard. However, the latter is more interested 
in the gentrification of cities like New York, the disappearance 
of small businesses in the Lower East Side where the process 
is visible, while Malin Pettersson Öberg questions a reality 
given as such, almost perceived as natural. For Zoé Leonard, it 
is a more ethnological, less distanced undertaking than in the 
work of Malin Pettersson Öberg who employs the format of 
the book in order to show the displacement of the sign from 
one space to the other.

If the documentation constitutes an essential phase of the 
work for Malin Pettersson Öberg, she discards the documen-
tary turn initiated by the the Anglo-Saxon context, which is 
always searching for the next turn. She neither wants to create 
concrete situations of exchange, nor a documentary aesthetic 
in order to inscribe herself in the current fashion. The imagi-
nary remains an essential fact, as the subtitle quoted above 
states. In this regard, the Fourth Berlin Biennale Of Mice and 
Men that the artist visited in 2006, appeared to her as unex-
pected amongst the hegemony of relational aesthetics, which 
prevails even though it has been strongly critized : 
« We believe that reality and our surroundings can be described 
and thereby transformed by much more complex and enchanting 
words and images. » For instance, to use the language of SMS 
is indeed to deploy an efficient and instant means of commu-
nication, and moreover to create a new and more condensed 
language which fosters dual readings and always dramatizes 
the initial tone. Paradoxically, the meaning emarging has 
changed... But it translates a certain creativity and humour 
that we can only laugh about afterwards!

Communication in all directions, globalization and il-
lusionary harmonies

The compression of messages can lead to aberrant meanings. 
With an obvious malice, Malin Pettersson Öberg likes to 
detect this at different levels, amongst certain articles sold in 
Chinese wholesale stores in Paris. This time, it’s marketing 
strategies used to demonstrate the assimilation of cutting edge 
fashion in a globalized world, where all decisions need to be 



fast. What was first aimed to be an efficient language, ends 
up in expressions such as License Kid, Happy Little or 2 Speed 
Fun…etc. Finally, the attempt to fuse two words reveal the 
impossibility to reduce everything to nothing at all, something 
that the current zeitgeist conitnuously makes us believe.
The Californian artist Paul McCarthy was criticizing this 
phenomenon by referral to the theme parks, and especially 
to Disney Land. In Documents (1995-1999), via an interplay 
between a set of photographs from the park and some images 
portraying other worlds, sometimes ideological, he restaged 
the disparities which had been ignored between antagonistic 
worlds. In this process, we depart from « the neutral to the 
indeterminate » as Xavier Vert nicely summarizes it in the 
catalogue « Louis Marin. Le pouvoir dans ses représentations 
» (2008). And by other means, it seems that Malin Pettersson 
Öberg brings us to dissect these names in order for the same 
shift to occur.
From here, we arrive at better understanding the parallel econ-
omy of these shops, which are often presumed to be a cover 
for mafia activtity. Are we really dealing with an investigative 
work? It is definitely an investigation process, but its aim is 
beyond the unveiling of facts, as we already know these facts. 
The artist above all invites us to question the visual regimes 
that are proposed to us. Who else than an artist can reveal 
the artificiality of certain display devices? The attention of 
Malin Pettersson Öberg had been caught up by a geometrical 
arrangement of jeans hung on the wall, preceded by all the 
cardboard boxes filling up the shop, despite of the unfriendly 
ambience in there. The comparison of this arrangement with 
an art installation comes to her immediately. She opens an 
artistic realm as a symptom to this fishy situation!

In order to invite us to reflect upon the relationships between 
France and its former colonized populations, a more complex 
and delicate issue, Malin Pettersson Öberg decides to sew. 
She devotes herself to the superposition of words and values, 
and we find the same appearingly naïve freshness as with the 
namnes of the Chinese shops. So, in 2008, Malin Pettersson 
Öberg realizes Untied (Flag) in collaboration with Sébastien 
Berthier. The artist also participates in another collective 
project conducted by the iranian artist Shirin Sabahi, an ongo-
ing Internet-based project where the members of the « group 
etc. » (http://www.group-etc.net/) contribute to a collective, 
literary piece where everyone writes a chapter each, without 
revealing his or her identity. Untied (Flag) has been exhibited 
in Paris as part of the 2009 edition of Jeune Création, at 104. 
The format of the flag takes on the exact measurements of the 
French flag. One way of apprehending it is to seize it according 
to its tripartite division, supported by the dominant colours: 
blue, white, red. 
This regularity is however challenged by the rich nuances of 
fabrics sold in the African community Quartier de la Goutte 
d’Or, as well as by the connotations carried by the many 
phrases which seem to float on the surface of the flag. The 
latter are quotations of the commercial signs in the district and 
they embrace several meanings, which, for the majority, deal 
with being elsewhere (Espoir Exotique) and with otherness (Le 
Bienvenu). More precisely, the visitor is confronted with more 



or less reconcilable realities, that deal with exoticism (Mille 
et un voyages, Océans du Sud), imperialism (Le Diplomate, 
L’Empire, Fair and white) etc. Other concepts (Avenir Cosmé-
tiques) seem more or less relevant to the categorization which 
reveals itself as a true symbolic violence.
But precisely, symbolism is intrinsically associated with the 
flag, and one notes here that this primary purpose is under-
mined, made more elastic by a certain dissociation between 
content and form. One oscillates between softness and bitter-
ness without that any final value is imposed. Are we dealing 
with an undeterminable harmony? The tone is more indirect 
than in There is nothing in the ordinary world. The absence of 
text, of attached publications, goes in this direction, leaving 
the impressions in a stronger state of latency than in the other 
work.

Good Luck, Paris (By Heart): figures of the palimpsest

The reflections on temporality also irrigate the works of Malin 
Pettersson Öberg. They are at the heart of her work And in my 
heart there is... (Asnières), which was achieved in 2007 after 
her discovery of a dog cemetery in Asnières, from which she 
transcribed into wall paintings the affectionate greetings left 
by the owners of the deceased animals, on the walls of Bon-
niers Konsthall and Galleri Konstfack in Sweden.
However, I would like to dwell on another of her publications, 
Good Luck (online pdf: http://malinpetterssonoberg.com/
texts/) realized in 2008 during a residency in Rotterdam, and 
emerging from her wanderings through the streets of the city, 
but also through Amsterdam and Utrecht. This book extends 
Malin Pettersson Öberg’s reflections on the Chinese district 
while proposing new configurations that mark a new stage in 
her approach. The red light districts are part of her itinerary, as 
the artist is still attracted by the urban image of a community. 
She takes numerous color photographs. Those are later repro-
duced in black and white and in very small size, in order to 
shape a regular pattern. Certain texts from the signs are then 
removed from their initial context, recolored and enlarged. 
They are printed in full page, each page comprising only one 
sign. The black and white, the small format, the more compact 
structure of the first section gives a background to the no-
tion of indeterminacy that I rediscover when the artist refers 
to Barthes’s punctum, the notion he proposes in La Chambre 
Claire (1980). By looking at a photograph, it sometimes 
happens that we are deeply affected by certain elements or 
configurations without being able to identify the exact reason. 
For Good Luck, initially, this effect is marked by the distancing 
produced by the layout of the first part of the book.
 The only way to react then is to pass through creation. 
The second section corresponds to this step. The mystery is 
not solved, but the frustration becomes constructive. At the 
very last page of the book, some pictures of the exhibition, 
which offers a further extension of the project, show the face à 



face confrontation between the black and white photographs 
and the wall paintings of the signs, in colour.

So, we notice the persistence of certain themes and formats of 
the artist, and to conclude this portrait, her last project Paris 
(By Heart) might shed light on the idea of the palimpsest. 
Firstly, it relates to the artist’s interest in nostalgia which was 
briefly approached in And in my heart there is... (Asnières). 
Her evocations of romantic art or art nouveau also go in this 
direction. For example, in her written statement achieved dur-
ing her studies in 2007, art nouveau illustrations are borrowed 
from an edition of Oscar Wilde’s Salome to accompany the 
text. Secondly, interpretation is an artistic object, and for this 
reason, it is an unfinished object. In her own Artistic Statement 
(online pdf: http://malinpetterssonoberg.com/texts/) she in-
cludes numerous emails that were exchanged between her and 
others on the meaning of art, on her practice as if she left that 
an open question, where also the coming backs are allowed.

However, nothing is more open than Paris (By Heart). It 
comes in the shape of a map, and was originally published in 
an art magazine called Ex 1000 cm2 Art Magazine, released in 
100 copies in the autumn of 2009. On one side, a bird view of 
a few house blocks, and on the other a new patchwork of views 
on Paris, photographies of showcases, a picture of Untied 
(Flag) over which different texts overlap: a few personal re-
marks about Paris, quotes, a series of definitions on the notion 
of original, of fabric (in French, it can be translated as tissue, 
structure, society…), and of itinerary. All this seems to show 
the choice of a necessary slowness in order to enable to move 
between the different layers of reality, to unfold the threads 
and oxymorons. 

Visit Malin Pettersson Öbergs website: http://www.malinpet-
terssonoberg.com/

View Malin Pettersson Öbergs CV: http://www.malinpetters-
sonoberg.com/biography/

This article was originally written and published (in French) by Constance Moréteau 
and Portraits la Galerie, at the website http://www.portraits-lagalerie.fr/

Translated into English by Sébastien Berthier, Constance Moréteau and Malin Pet-
tersson Öberg in July 2011
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Gå och se! Whyred Art Project, Stockholm: Malin Pettersson Öberg (11/8-11/10)

Whyred, en av det svenska modeundrets banerförare, har tillsammans med curatorn Yuvinka Medina startat ”Whyred Art Proj-

ect”. Projektet bygger på samarbete med enskilda konstnärer, som kommer att utföra verk i anknytning till Whyreds butiker, 

dock utan att användas för att garnera kollektionerna. I Whyreds butik på Mäster Samuelsgatan i Stockholm kan man nu ta 

del av Malin Petterssons Öbergs projekt ”Fanny Look”. Öberg, som gick ut Konstfack i våras och bland annat deltog i utställ-

ningen ”På spaning efter det jag som flytt” på Bonniers Konsthall, har speciellt intresserat sig för språk, grafisk form och den 

typ av meningsproduktion som befinner sig i gränsen mellan sant och falskt. ”Fanny Look” är namnet på en av de många ki-

nesiska barnmodegrossister som håller till i ett speciellt område i Paris. Alla företagen har namn som tycks vara resultatet av 

en icke-engelskkunnigs lek med ett datoriserat översättningsprogram, och ibland blir resultatet betydligt mer dråpligt än det 

oskyldiga ”Fanny Look”. Men vad är det egentligen som händer i detta bisarra affärsdistrikt? Nästan inga kunder ses komma 

och handla, ägarna ogillar starkt att få sina butiksfasader fotograferade och verksamheten skyddas på alla sätt och vis från 

insyn. Är det i själva verket som ryktet säger, att alla affärerna i själva verket är täckmantlar för den kinesiska maffian? Malin 

Pettersson Öberg ger inga definitiva svar på dessa frågor. Hennes uppsåt är nämligen inte att leverera ännu ett ”undersö-

kande” konstprojekt, utan att göra oss alla till delar av den urbana mytbildningen. Den moderan staden som ett raster av 

rykten och vandringssägner: en labyrint av innebörder, lika oöverblickbar som de medeltida städernas myller av gränder eller 

en kinesisk boomtown. (Adress: Whyred North, Mäster Samuelsgatan 5, 10 -10.15.2007)       

Anders Olofsson, Konsten.net

Published on www.konsten.net: Anders Olofsson 15/8 2007 (1 page)



Romantisk konstnärsroll på Bonniers konsthall

En fin gammal kulturtradition så här års är att besöka konsthögskolornas elevutställningar, där 
man kan spana efter morgondagens konstnärsstjärnor och kanske spåra nya fräscha tendens-
er i samtidskonsten. Och vid sidan av de sedvanliga på Valand, Forum, Mejan, Konstfack och 
Umeå konsthögskola bidrar Bonniers Konsthall i Stockholm i år med utställningen ”På spaning 
efter det jag som flytt”.

15 elever från hela landet och tre unga curatorer har gjort en utställning som hävdar romantik-
ens återkomst i konsten. Mårten Arndtzén gick på spaning efter det nya.

Ja, fast i ärlighetens namn. Några helt nya tendenser brukar man sällan hitta på dom här utställningarna. 
För en ung, ambitiös konstnär är det minst lika viktigt att passa in som att vara originell. Därför fylls ele-
vuppvisningarna av begåvade kopior eller varianter på sånt man känner igen. Det är naturligt.

Men just därför är det så kul att det här gänget vågar sticka ut hakan och påstå något om den unga 
konsten. Något ganska handfast och nåt som inte redan tjatats sönder i dom internationella konsttidnin-
garna.

Sen kan man ju fundera över varför just detta, just nu? Varför damma av den romantiska konstnärsrollen 
nu? Vad är det med det ensamma geniet som, med eller utan basker på skallen, avskärmar sig i ateljén 
och utforskar sitt inre som plötsligt är attraktivt igen - efter ett årtionde eller så av samhällsengagemang 
och kollektivism?

Har vi helt enkelt tröttnat på omvärlden, och allt bråk? Som aldrig slutar, trots att vi gjort så många 
engagerade konstvideor om det. Eller är det för att dom var så svåra att sälja, och för att marknaden 
skriker efter ung konst just nu?

”One can only see clearly with the heart”, man kan bara se klart med hjärtat står det på väggen till 
caféet i Bonniers konsthall. Det är en av dom gravskrifter Malin Pettersson Öberg hämtat från en gammal 
djurkyrkogård i Paris, och skrivit upp här - fast i neutrala svarta bokstäver på väggens vita botten, nästan 
kliniskt propert.

Och lite så där är det med romantiken i den här utställningen. Men tar inte riktigt steget ut, det finns 
alltid nån sorts reservation, distans eller ironi. Eller som i Carl Boutards fall ett helt batteri av dagboksan-
teckningar, videodokumentationer, redskap och växtprover - allt bara för att han ska få meditera lite över 
döden och glömskan i några ganska fina teckningar och skulpturer. Att bara se med hjärtat är nog inte 
riktigt respektabelt i dagens konstvärld, ändå.

Längst ut, eller in, vågar sig Lovisa Ringborg, med sin blandning av porträttfotografi och klassiskt måleri. 
Människor utkastade i en sorts evigt mörker, laddat av både stillhet och hot. Bilder som är både tidlösa 
och moderna. Och framförallt oreserverade.  

”På spaning efter det jag som flytt” på Bonniers Konsthall i Stockholm pågår till den 17 juni. Just nu pågår 
även elevutställningar på Konstfack i Stockholm, Göteborgs konsthall och Bildmuseet i Umeå.

Mårten Arndtzén, marten.arndtzen@sr.se © Copyright Sveriges Radio 2007
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In Search of the Lost Self

What is it like being a young artist today, in the 
world? What is the role of the contemporary artist? 
In the autumn we were asked to curate an exhi-
bition with art students for Bonniers Konsthall. 
With these questions in the back of our minds, we 
decided to invite students in their penultimate and 
final years from all Swedish art academies. There 
was an enormous response. We made hundreds of 
studio visits and in the end we decided to invite 
fifteen students to participate in the exhibtion 
that we entitled In Search of the Lost Self - 15 Art 
Students. 
        Our intention was to shed light on a tendency 
we believed we could identify among the artists 
we chose to collaborate with, that is, a search for 
that which constitutes the self. It is about the right 
to a room of one’s own, the right to retreat, to look 
to the future and to the past, inward and outward. 
In these movements, journalistic elements are 
intertwined with biographical ones, scientific with 
fictional. Contemporary history writing has be-
come a private concern while the private memory 
process has become public. That is why we have 
chosen to curate an exhibition that represents our 
search for the artists as well as the artists’ search-
ing for themselves. We are all in the search of the 
lost self.
        The artists have chosen to play with the op-
positions. Their works can be seen as interfusions 
of conflicting impulses, which, according to us, 
turns towards the Romantic. The Romantic period, 
that dominated the cultural life of Europe 1770-
1850, saw the emergence of an ambiguous artist’s 
role, which was constantly threatened by exterior 
circumstances and thus forced on the run. Is this 
tendency about retreating and turning one’s back 
on the world?
        On the contrary, we see the search of a lost 
self as the very condition for the creation of the 
self. An interest in the past and need to look back 
can be a possible strategy for dealing with and 
creating an understanding for our time, which 
Proust managed so well with his novel In Search 
of Lost Time.
        The introvert tendency, which we have cho-
sen to call a productive melancholy, runs through-
out the exhibition. Working in your own room is a 
possible course of action in order to re-formulate 
that which surrounds you and to find yourself in a 
wider context, which then becomes an important 
pre-requisite for the creative process. What we see 
in these art students is the search for the right to 
their own voice, a place in the world as well as in 
art.

Marianna Garin, Camilla Larsson 
& Sinziana Ravini

Published in the catalogue for In search of the Lost Self, Bonniers Konst-
hall, by the curators May 2007 (1 page)



Malin Pettersson Öberg

B. 1979, raised in Falun, studies at Konstfack, 
University College of Arts, Crafts and Design, 
Stockholm

Malin Pettersson Öberg is driven by a fascination 
for illustration, typography, text and design. Her 
works centre on surface and content and how these 
two levels harmonise. Her method often involves 
uncovering images and texts from their original 
context to create works with an inherent ambiguity. 
For example, the sentimental, luxurious and kitschy 
elements can be remoulded into firm shapes or vice 
versa. In And in my heart there is… (Asnières), she 
borrows farewell greetings from headstones in a Pa-
risian pet cemetery founded at the turn of the last 
century, and paints them on the white walls of the 
gallery. The viewer is met by greetings to beloved 
and deceased friends with names such as Jackson, 
Socrates and Sultan Galant vom Hatzfeldt (!). Lofty 
concepts merge with elements from popular culture 
and the world of fantasy. As a reminder of the tran-
sitoriness of existence, an old pocket watch has been 
drawn on the wall.

Camilla Larsson

Published in the catalogue ”In Search of the Lost Self”, Bonniers Konsthall: Camilla Larsson, May 2007 (1 page)


